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This summer Portland’s oldest 
studio co-op fell victim to sharply 
rising costs of real estate, 
displacing and scattering dozens of 
artists who had been in shared 
creative community at Troy Laundry 
for decades. Mid-preparation for 
their two-person show in November 
2016, Blackfish artists Barbara 
Black and Angela Passalacqua—
members of Portland’s oldest artist 
cooperative (Blackfish)—hauled out 
boxes of supplies, years of prints, 
paintings, ephemera, and artworks 
in an exodus from their long time 
artistic life as studio mates and 
fellow artists at Troy. Their show 

reflects these excavations, losses and displacements while recognizing that 
upheaval and disruption can cast former themes and inspirations in a new and 
surprising light. 
 
Passalacqua’s sky blue and blood red, color-drenched paintings, adrift in 
classical allusion, recreate powerful narratives of personal iconography and 



figuration. These works are literally poetic, since Passalacqua who swims daily, 
mentally composed them while moving to memorized poems. Passalacqua’s 
trademark solemn, floating babies, reliquary figures, dogs and dreaming head 
studies are newly empowered in these recent paintings under the influence of 
works like Neruda’s Testamento de otono, exploring spaces of loss “between 
dying and not dying.” Passalacqua says she found further inspiration in the colors 
and history of the landscapes and museums of Sienna. The new works continue 
the artist’s commitment to romanticism culled from tropes of the Mediterranean 
classical past. Yet for all the classical ideals implicit in the work the artist declares 
“It’s not about nostalgia. It’s about the past still living in us. Every age has to 
newly discover ‘their’ classicism.” Her dedication to ideals of beauty is 
unwavering, a radical stance among the beauty-blind aesthetics of the 
contemporary art world. “Venus has been exiled,” says Passalaqua, “And I intend 
to bring her back.” 
 
Meanwhile, Barbara Black’s paintings and works 
on paper share a literary poetic, in her case T.S. 
Eliot’s “Four Quartets.” Black’s element is water; 
she creates her surfaces from pouring and 
brushing on washes, sharing control over her 
compositional structures with chance. Still, the 
artist's hand is of utmost importance. Inside the 
energetic swirls, viewers discover delicate 
renderings of small cities, caves, landscapes 
and figures. Black’s signature aesthetic has 
always paid tribute to dreams and the power of 
the unconscious.  These new works continue 
her technical exploration of allowing water to 
formalize ideas in pigments that run together in 
natural, uncontrolled sequence. She offers a 
counterbalance by organizing the poured 
compositions in formal squares. Pieces she calls 
“austere” due to their black and white palette are 
bordered with images of controlled nature like 
nautilus shells and tree rings. The spiritual meditation that guided Eliot’s poems is 
a visual force in Black’s dream-driven, non-narrative works that pulse with color, 
movement and emotion. “The ridges and edges develop while I’m not there,” 
says Black, “I was influenced by ancient ideas that the flat world was once 
surrounded by water. It’s a message in a bottle, but the message itself remains 
mysterious.”  
 
 
	 	 	 	 (Info on panel discussion and images, next page) 
 
 



 
BEAUTY EXILED?  A panel discussion moderated by Merridawn Duckler 
Sunday, November 20 at 2pm.  Blackfish Gallery.  Free and open to the public 
 
Does beauty matter?  Why does the art world have so much trouble talking about 
it?  Join panelists Paul Sutinen, artist, critic and art department chair at 
Marylhurst University, artists Jacqueline Ehlis and Rita Alves and Blackfish 
Gallery Director Damara Bartlett as they debate the merits of beauty and why it is 
suspect in contemporary art.  Poet, playwright and artist Merridawn Duckler 
moderates. 
 
 
IMAGES 
 
Top:  Angela Passalacqua, Interpolation of Dreams, 2016, Oil on board, 18” x 24” 
 
Bottom:  Barbara Black, Fiery Waters, 2015, Acrylic, collage, mixed media on 
paper, 6 ¾” x 4 ¾”.  Photo:  Aaron Johanson 


